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Abstract:

The image formation process is a function of three compo
illumination.  Estimating illumination has usually required 
components. Inference of scene geometry has also prove
discuss the estimation of illumination and geometry throug
illumination from a single image in real-world scenarios w
incomplete, while allowing the inference of geometry joint

d il d i f i ili i h h dimore detailed geometry information, utilizing the shading 
the inference of illumination and geometry in flexible mod
understanding tasks. First, I will present a statistical mode
we have a strong prior on the geometry. It is well known th
obtained under a wide variety of lighting conditions can bobtained under a wide variety of lighting conditions can b
subspace using a spherical harmonic representation. I wil
relighting. 

When knowledge of geometry is inaccurate we utilize infoWhen knowledge of geometry is inaccurate, we utilize info
estimate illumination parameters. We show how such an 
images given only very coarse geometry modeling, by for
This model provides not only robustness to rough geomet
directly incorporate geometry parameters into our modeldirectly incorporate geometry parameters into our model. 
major components of the problem: cast shadows, illumina
shading to reconstruct geometry in more detail. We descr
dictionary, and how a dictionary of such primitives can be 
removing some of the classic assumptions in the shape-frg p p
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onents: scene geometry, surface reflectance and 
exact knowledge or strong assumptions about the other two 

ed a very challenging, ill-posed problem. In this talk we 
gh graphical models. Our first goal is to estimate 

where the knowledge of scene geometry is coarse and 
tly with illumination estimation. A second goal is to infer 

i i i l h h Fi ll variations in real photographs. Finally, we want to express 
els that can become components in larger scene 
el for facial illumination analysis based on shading, where 
hat the set of images of a convex Lambertian object 

be approximated accurately by a low dimensional linearbe approximated accurately by a low-dimensional linear 
ll describe how this can be used for face recognition and 

ormation in cast shadows a relatively stable cue toormation in cast shadows, a relatively stable cue, to 
approach can allow the estimation of illumination in natural 

rmulating image photometry as a Markov Random Field. 
try and initial shadow information, but also allows us to 
This model therefore enables the joint inference of threeThis model therefore enables the joint inference of three 

ation and geometry. We finally present an approach to utilize 
ribe how we can learn shading primitives in the form of a 
used to reconstruct the shape of objects in a single image, 

rom-shading problem. g p
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